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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO03015600A1] The present invention relates to an apparatus for a cleaning carriage (2, 102) for rinsing, cleaning and wringing out a mop.
More precisely, the apparatus comprises a mop container (6, 106, 202) having connecting sidewalls, a mop-wringing device (14, 50, 116), and
also a collecting bowl (24, 52, 124, 200) arranged at the mop container to which cleaning agent is added through a separate vessel for rinsing and
cleaning of the mop in the collecting bowl, the collecting bowl (24, 52, 124, 200) comprises liquid-sealed interfaces such that cleaning agent can be
filled up in the collecting bowl for rinsing and cleaning of the mop, and also that devices (32, 66, 166, 206; 36, 56, 122, 172, 210) are arranged in
connection to the collecting bowl for emptying of the same. The present invention also relates to a method and a use.
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also a collecting bowl (24, 52, 124, 200) arranged at the mop container to which cleaning agent is added through a separate vessel for rinsing and
cleaning of the mop in the collecting bowl, the collecting bowl (24, 52, 124, 200) comprises liquid-sealed interfaces such that cleaning agent can be
filled up in the collecting bowl for rinsing and cleaning of the mop, and also that devices (32, 66, 166, 206; 36, 56, 122, 172, 210) are arranged in
connection to the collecting bowl for emptying of the same. The present invention also relates to a method and a use.
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